
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 
GLADSTOKE TOWNSHIP

Survey was done by Boniface Idziak of Iron Bridge,Ontario. Full time 
Prospector for paat 29 years and holder of Complimentary Licence D-12495.

Claims are located in Gladstone Township, Lot 1 cc 2, Concession 3, Sault 
Ste Marie Mining Division, District of Algoma. Claims are accessible by 
auto from Chiblow Lake Road, turning North unto old township road 1j 
miles from main Highway 17 East

The claims are recorded in the name of Boniface Idziak, P.O.Box 366, 
Iron Bridge,Ontario, POR 1HO.

The Magnetometer Survey was done on the following claims; SSK 771285 and 
SSM 771286.

Starting date of the survey was July 1,1986 and readings were completed 
July 9,1986.

Past Geological Map enclosed.

Instrument used; Arvela Everyman Magnetometer manufactured in Helsinki, 
Finland by L.A. Levanto Oy. Instruction copies enclosed.

Total number of stations established; 167 over a distance of 3.7 miles of 
lines previous cut.

All readings were taken ofith the instrument facing North. 

The Diurnax has not been removed.

Submitted Respectfully,

0104I006SE004! 001 SCI GLADSTONE

Boniface Idziak 
October 21,1986
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INSTRUCTION FOR THE ARVELA EVERYMAN MAGNETOMETER
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I. Main working featurte of the AEM
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1.

2.

3.
k.
5.

Rang* finder magnets (2) 

A circular level 

Pointers 
A scale
A changer of the 
measuring range

6. A turning knob

7. The body

8. The indicating magnet

II. Principle of operation 
of the AEM

In the magnetometer a light 
indicating magnet suspended on 
a torsion wire turns friction- 
X*mely. This magnet is hori- 
MAtal in a vert 4 cal field of a 
c* M tin size. VI. .4 the vertical 
fifclA changes the magnet turns. 
By **ans of a compensating 
magnet connected to the scale 
of the magnetometer the indicating 
magnet i* returned to its horizontal
position. The magnetic value of the anomaly in tho vert; 
field can be read directly on the scale*.
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III. Normal operation

a) Instructions to adjust the zero level when 
there is only a small regional difference.

The ASK is adjusted to regional zero position by the manu 
facturer. Therefore a checking adjustment on a new measuring 
field might be necessary. This adjusting is made as follows: 
first check that there are no magnetic disturbances around. Set 
the changer of measuring range (5) to the more sensitive area 
(xlOOO). Set the scale of the magnetometer ( U) to the reading O. 
Level the circular level. In case the pointers (3) do not coact, 
unscrew slightly the screw in the center of the one range finder 
magnet and turn the magnet by means of a thin non-iron plate, 
e.g. with a coin. Take the range finder taagnet, in which the 
magnet is nearer to the horizontal position, for this magnet 
changes less the sensitivity of the indicating magnet. Turn 
the range finder magnet always very carefully, because even a 
small swing angle of the magnet changes the zero level consider 
ably, '/hen the position is reached where fie pointers coact, 
the bubble of th* circular level being in the center, the range 
finder magnet is locked by fastening the screw. The AE1. is 
ready for operation in the field in question.

It is to be noted that the range finder magnets effect also the 
sensitivity of the ASK (see point c).

b) Measuring

Check that the changer of the measuring range is on the 
more sensitive area (xlOOO). 
Level the circular level.
Turn tho scalo plate, keeping the bubble in center, until the 
pointers coact. 'lead tho obtained reading on the scale and mul 
tiply it by 1000. You will have the gamma value of the anomaly 
directly, e.g. 5,2 x 1000 s 5200 gammas. Maximum reading is 
12 000 gammas. If an anomaly is so strong that this measuring 
range is not sufficient, larger measuring range must be taken 
into usu. This can be done simply by turning the changer of the 
measuring range to the larger area (x5000). Heasuring is per 
formed just as abovo. The obtained reading is multiplied by 
5000 and the product obtained is the gamma value of the anomaly. 
For example 2,5 x 5000 c 12 500 gammas. The maximum reading is 
12 x 5000 c 60 000 gammas. Carefully note the signs of plus (*) 
and minus (-) on the scalo. Negative anomalies rather rarely 
occur on the Northern Hemisphere, but they are by no means to 
be mistaken for the positive anomalies.
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c) The complete instructions to adjust the 
aero level and sensitivity of the AEM

The rance finder magnets are paralic,! with the adjusting 
line and the N-Pol in the line is painted. The range finder magnets 
have both a vertical and horizontal field for the indicating magnet. 
T)* former influences the zero level and the latter the sensitivity 
of the indicating'magnet.

*

The influences follow the sinus curve aa drawn belowt

Vertical force m
influence on the zero level

Ho ria on t a l fore e * 
influence on the sensitivity

Tn Pos O0 thv N-Poi of the range finder magnets points upwards, 
in Pos 90O it pointe to the turning knob, in Pos 180O downwards, 
and in Pos 270 to the back of thy magnetometer. The maximum sensiti 
vity is obtained in Pen O00 and the minimum sensitivity in Pos 
2?0". It is to be noted, however, that the maximum sensitivity 
cannot be usod due to the fact that tht indicating magnet can be 
come unstable. The desired zero level and sensitivity can always 
be obtained, because there are two independent range finder magnets 
in the magnetometer.

The sensitivity of the indicating magnet varies also in different 
points of compass. When the magnetometer in a small sector of 
compass is unstable, the highest practical sensitivity has been 
reached. The magnetometer being in this most sensitive or overeensitiws 
sector the indicating magnet is directed to the South. The indicating 
magnet is parallel with the shortest edge of the magnetometer, whilst 
the N-Pol is on the side of the scale and the S-Pol on the backside 
of the instrument. When using the magnetometer without a support 
it is to be recommended to adjust the sensitivity not very high*

IV. Service of the AEM

The bearing surfaces of the AEM are self-lubricating and need 
no lubrication. If the'magnetic soul" As broken or the instrument 
for some other reason needs service it is best to send it to the 
manufacturer. The delicate inner parts of the instrument and their 
adjusting can be handled only by experienced engineers who fully 
know the smallest details of the AEM.
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Mimtiryot
Natural
Resources

Ontario

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

•rt

Mining Act

Instructions: - Please type or print.
- If number of mmmg claims traversed

exceeds space on this form, attach a 'itt.
Note: - Only days credits calculated m the

"Expenditures" section may be entered
In the "Expend. Days Cr." columns.

- Do not use shaded areas below. / '

Name apd Aodr*ti of Author (of Geo-Techmcal report)
I Date oT Survey (from t, t o) TtouTMiTM of lin 

O/ 07,86\090786\ ^ -7 
Day Mo. l yr. J Day! Mo. l Vr. j Q ,- f___ -^-— -- T l r . . —— l —- - —-.-l - —— - l -.1 J l L . VrT .j, _t-- -i i :i i-

•/X-''Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

; For lint survey:

; Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cut t mg)

For each additional survey: 
using the tame grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Dtyt

Complete reverse side 
md enter totti(s) here

Airoornt Cream

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

G*ophvs!cil 

- Electromagnetic 

- Mtgneiomtter 

- Ridiomciiic 

- Other 

Geologic*! 

Geochemlc*!

Geophysicel 

' El*ctromign*tic 

- M*gn*tom*l*r 

- Ridiomttric 

- Other 

Geologic*) 

Geochemlcel

Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer 

Radiometric

Days per 
CUim

2.0

Days per
Claim

—————

Dayi per 
Claim

Mini g Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Expenditures ( excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

PeHormca on Ciaimisl

Calculation of Expcnoitur* Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

E
Instructions

Total Ojys Credits m*y bt appoitioned Jt the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number ol dayi credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Mining Claim
Prefii

SBfl
Numbtr

-77/281

RECtT
). TOM

.•;.'-M..'..( -1'iiMfI l ft f l C:

Exptnd. 
i y| Cr.

SECT 1

Prefixl
Mining Claim

Number

4io06seee4i eai sei GLADSTONE

FI G C CI

A.

SAULT STE.

V L; i)

Total numbtr o* mining 
claims covtrid by thit 
rtport of work.

FUcoine' liMJer or Ag*nt iSignttu

Verifying Report'of Work

Expend. 
Days Cr.

900

l hereby cenify thai l havt a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set lorth in the Report of Work annexed 
.-or witnessed same during and/or alter its completion and the annexed report is true.

Total Days Cr. Date Recorded 
Recorded

med the work

Postal Aadss olj**rion

//~tf

trtiino ICtriified by (Signaiurtl


